
The Girl on the Train discussion questions 

 

SPOILER ALERT – Some of the questions may give away some of the plot, as does the summary 

following the questions.  You don’t need to read the book before the discussion, but it is 
advised if you don’t like spoilers. 
 

 Did you like the book?  What was your initial reaction?   

 

 Which character would you most like to meet? 

 

 Which one would you like to be your mentor/whose class would you like to take?  

 

 Who is the smartest character?  

 

 Who is the most devious character?  

 

  What was your favorite part of the book?  

 

 Why did _____ do ______?  

 

 What would have happened if ______?  

 

 What did you like or not like about the ending? Could it have played out any differently?  

 

 If the book were made into a movie, who would play the character of ______? 

 

  What was the funniest/scariest/thought-provoking/enlightening part of the book? 

 

 

 

 

 

Plot summary 

 

Thirty-two-year-old Rachel Watson’s marriage to Tom has fallen apart and her alcoholism and 
its accompanying binge-induced blackouts have caused her to lose her job. When under the 

influence she frequently harasses her ex-husband in person and by phone, with little memory 

of what she has done later on. Tom, meanwhile, is married to Anna, with whom he has a 

daughter, Evie. This serves to further Rachel’s drinking, anger towards Tom, and lack of self-

worth, as her abuse of alcohol largely began because she had been unable to get pregnant. 



Rachel hides the fact that she has lost her job from her roommate by continuing her daily 

routine as if nothing has changed. She boards the train to London each morning and rides past 

the house she once shared with Tom, who now lives there with Anna and Evie. A few houses 

away there is a house occupied by a couple she does not know. She imagines the couple living 

an idyllic life. As it turns out, that is not the case; the woman living there is Megan Hipwell, who 

helps take care of Evie. 

To Rachel, Megan seems to be a happy and beautiful woman with a perfect husband. Megan 

has a secret past that nobody knows about and which leads to her suffering from insomnia. She 

is bored with her life and has had a series of lovers. She has undergone therapy with Dr. Kamal 

Abdic, with whom she has shared a secret from her past. Megan is also interested in seducing 

the doctor. Anna appears happy in her life with Tom. She stays home to tend to Evie. There was 

a time when she liked the idea of flaunting her life with Tom in front of Rachel, but as Rachel’s 
harassment increases she wants to contact the authorities and report her as a stalker. Anna 

feels threatened by Rachel, who at one time entered the Tom and Anna’s home, picked up Evie, 
and took her outside. 

One day, as Rachel continues to observe Megan, she sees her kissing a man who is not her 

husband. That night Rachel has another drinking binge and wakes up the next morning injured 

and bleeding. She retains no memory of what transpired the previous night, but knows she 

must have done something regrettable. She later learns from a news report that Megan has 

gone missing. Learning from Anna that she saw Rachel in a drunken stupor in the area from 

which Megan disappeared, police interrogate Rachel. This piques Rachel’s interest in the 
missing persons case surrounding Megan. Rachel tells the police that she believes Megan was 

involved in an affair from having observed her from the train. Further, Rachel pretends to be a 

friend of Megan’s and gets in touch with Scott, Megan’s husband, to tell him her theory about 
Megan’s affair. She discovers that the man Megan was kissing on the day of her disappearance 
was Kamal, the therapist. 

Next, Rachel makes an appointment with Kamal under the guise of seeking therapy to try to 

uncover her memories of the night Megan disappeared, but with the actual intent of learning 

more about him. In an ironic turn, Rachel begins to learn more about her own life because of 

the therapy she is doing with Kamal. The fact that she has made connections with Kamal and 



Scott, regardless of the unscrupulous motives behind them, has made her feel important. She 

goes for periods of time without drinking but they do not last, and her harassment of Tom and 

his family continues. When Megan’s dead body is found, it turns out that she was pregnant with 

a child that was neither Scott’s nor Kamal’s. As memories of the fateful night return to Rachel 
she recalls Megan getting into a car with Tom. Tom, it is revealed, was having an affair with 

Megan. As Rachel’s memories continue to become clear she realizes that some of the things 
Tom told her she had done during her drinking binges never really happened, and that he was 

trying to make her doubt her own sanity. Rachel warns Anna that Tom killed Megan. Tom 

confesses to Anna and tries to coerce Rachel into keeping quiet about it. The two women 

ultimately kill Tom in what they convince police was purely self-defense. 

 


